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The problem: failures of goal-oriented necessity

Von Fintel and Iatridou (2007) observe a puzzling contrast between these two sen-
tences. They call it the prejacent problem.
(1) a. To get good cheese, you only have to go to the North End [a part of Boston].

b. To get good cheese, you have to go to the North End.
•Uttering (1a) is acceptable in a context where you can also find good cheese in some
other places in Boston, but (1b) is not.

•Most theories of only and have to predict that (1a) ought to presuppose the truth
of (1b), which in turn is just false in such a context.

•VF&I call this the prejacent problem.
Similar cases of failure of necessity are exemplified by the following cases. These sen-
tences do not contain only, and they contain a scalar element.
(2) To get into the next stage, you have to get a silver medal.

 This fails to imply that you cannot get into the next stage with gold.
(3) To be over the legal limit, you have to drink TWO beers.

 This fails to imply that you cannot be over the limit after drinking wine.
We can characterize these examples as expressing Minimal Sufficiency (MS).
•MS involves scales: the scale of numerals for (3), the scale of medals for (2), an ad
hoc scale of places ranked by their accessibility for (1a).

•MS includes minimality : any scalemate below the one in question won’t let you attain
the goal.

•MS includes sufficiency : the condition we’re setting is enough to attain the goal, and
higher scalemates are unnecessary.

•MS fails to include necessity : it may be possible to attain the goal even though the
condition is false.

vF&I’s analysis of the cheese case

For vF&I, only spells out two elements that can enter in a split-scope configuration
with have to:
(4) only = neg + que

JnegK = λw. λp. [p(w) = 0] (this is just negation)
JqueK = λw. λp : [∃p′ ∈ alt(p), p′(w) = 1]. [∃p′ ∈ alt(p), p′ 6= p ∧ p′(w) = 1]

(5) In (1a): neg >> have-to >> que
This delivers a sufficiently weak meaning. Problems:
•The meaning is too weak: there is no minimality.
•We’re relying on the fact that only can be split to explain the contrast between (1a)
and (1b). So, we cannot generalize the analysis to cases without only like (2) or (3)

Dealing with the prejacent problem
If it is not the possibility of splitting only that generates MS readings, why does (1b)
not (easily) receive one? Presumably, the North End is not a scalar element, and we
only accommodate that it is meant to be part of an ad hoc scale when the presence
of a scalar operator like only forces us to. By contrast, (2) and (3) feature scalar
elements.

AO&H’s weakening operator

Alonso-Ovalle and Hirsch (2018) (for independent reasons) propose an alternative to
vF&I’s analysis involving a silent weakening operator at-least:
(6) Jat-leastK = λw. λp.∃q ∈ alt(p), [q � p ∧ q(w) = 1]
Then, if only presupposes its prejacent and asserts the truth of stronger alternatives,
we have to assume that (1a) is parsed as:
(7) To get good cheese, you only have to at-least [PRO go to the NE].

a. Presupposes that you have to go to the NE or further away for good cheese.
b. Asserts that you do not have to go further away than the NE.

•We correctly derive minimality: places ranked below the North End are ruled out.
•We may extend the analysis to (2), if we assume that it is obligatorily parsed with
the silent counterpart to only, exh:
(8) exh [You have to at-least [PRO get a silver medal]]

 You have to get silver or gold (minimality).
 You do not have to get gold (sufficiency).

Proposal #1: extra weakening through degrees

In (3), inserting at-least is vacuous since numerals already have “at-least” seman-
tics. With or without at-least, we still predict (3) to entail that you cannot drink
only wine and be over the limit.
To weaken the condition even further, we can assume that there is a salient mapping
µ from propositions to degrees, and replace at-least by a weaker operator involving
µ:
(9) Jat-least-degK = λw. λp.∃q ∈ Dµ, µ(q) ≥ µ(p) ∧ q(w) = 1
(10) ... exh [you have to at-least-deg [PRO drink two beers.]]

≈ “you have to do something of at least similar degree as drinking two beers,
and you do not have to do something of greater degree”
6 Drinking just wine is not a possibility.

A problem for the degree analysis: insufficient sufficiency
With at-least-deg, our semantics does not entail that some North End worlds
are good cheese worlds.
•We predict that (1a) is true if you cannot get good cheese in the North End, but
you can ask your neighbour for some, and that is a similar amount of effort as
going to the North End is.

•Perhaps this is indeed what (1a) means, and the fact that the North End is in fact
a place you can get good cheese is a manner implicature.
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Proposal #2: alternative-sensitive modality?

A different route to sufficiently weak semantics for MS is to give alternative-sensitive
semantics to modality, in the spirit of Villalta (2008):
(11) q is at least as good a possibility as q′ w.r.t. the ordering g(w) iff for any

world u in q′, there is a world v in q such that u ≥g(w) v. (Kratzer 1981)
(12) q is a better possibility than q′ w.r.t. g(w) iff it is at least as good a possibility

as q′, but the reverse is not true. (Kratzer 1981)
(13) “To p, have-to q” is true iff for any q′ ∈ alt(q) such that q′ entails ¬q (i.e.

q and q′ are incompatible), w.r.t. an ordering based on p being true, q is a
better possibility than q′.

(This approach is explored by Krasikova (2010), but the details here are different.)
If the ordering source returns just {p}, (13) can be proven to be equivalent to:
(14) “To p, have-to q” is true iff q is compatible with p, and for any alternative q′

to q, such that q′ and q are incompatible, then q′ is incompatible with p.
Finally, we need to assume that exh may be inserted in alternatives:

(15) alt =
A︷ ︸︸ ︷

{you drink n beers |n}∪{exhA[you drink n beers] |n}
•We still need to assume at-least is present to extend our analysis to non-logical
scales, but we avoid at-least-deg and the associated problems.

•We straightforwardly explain prosodic effects:
(16) To be over the limit,

a. you have to drink TWO beers. You can also drink wine.
b.?? you have to drink two BEERS. You can also drink wine.
c.# you HAVE to drink two beers. You can also drink wine.

•We correctly predict something weaker than Necessity ((3) does not entail you
cannot drink wine), but it’s still stronger than Minimality: (3) does entail that
drinking exactly one beer and a full bottle of wine won’t put you over the limit.
This can be solved by mapping alternatives not to set of worlds, but to minimal
situations (Kratzer 2019).

Disjunctive cases of MS

(17) To be over the limit, you have to drink TWO beers or THREE glasses of wine.
(17) does not say what happens when you drink one beer and two glasses of wine.
•Under the degree analysis, assuming at-least-deg occurs twice in (17) delivers
the semantics we want.

•Under the alternative-sensitive analysis, everything works as long as exh’s semantics
are of the “minimal world” sort (van Rooij and Schulz 2004; Spector 2016).

Conclusion

•We generalized vF&I’s failure of necessity observation to new cases that are problem-
atic for their decompositional analysis, and argue for AO&H’s weakening operator.

•We observed that the resulting semantics was still not quite right, and proposed
two routes towards it, neither of which is fully satisfying (no true sufficiency for the
degree analysis, arguable lack of parsimony for the alternative-sensitive analysis).

•A third route we didn’t mention, relying on domain restriction, doesn’t handle (17)
satisfyingly.


